Abstract—The Suomi-NPP Visible Infrared Imager Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) instrument provides the next generation of visible/ infrared imaging including the day/night band (DNB) with nominal bandwidth from 500 to 900 nm. Previous to VIIRS, the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program Operational Linescan System (OLS) measured radiances that spanned over seven orders of magnitude, using an onboard gain adjustment to provide the capability to image atmospheric features across the solar terminator, to observe nighttime light emissions over the globe, and to monitor the global distribution of clouds. The VIIRS DNB detects radiances that span over eight orders of magnitude, and because it has 13–14 b quantization (compared with 6 b for OLS) with three gain stages, the DNB has its full dynamic range at every part of the scan. One process that is applied to the VIIRS DNB radiances is a solar/lunar zenith angle dependent gain adjustment to create near-constant contrast (NCC) imagery. The at-launch NCC algorithm was designed to reproduce the OLS capability and, thus, was constrained to solar and lunar angles from 0° to 105°. This limitation has, in part, lead to suboptimal imagery due to the assumption that DNB radiances fall off exponentially beyond twilight. The VIIRS DNB ultrasensitivity in low-light conditions enables it to detect faint emissions from a phenomenon called airglow, thus invalidating the exponential fall-off assumption.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HISTORICALLY, visible/near infrared (Vis/NIR) band nighttime imagery was only provided operationally from space by the Operational Linescan System (OLS) onboard the Department of Defense’s Defense Meteorological Satellite Program spacecraft. The OLS terminator imagery is capable of sensing radiances that span over seven orders of magnitude, providing the ability to detect atmospheric conditions spanning from daytime, across the terminator, through partial moon illumination conditions [1]. OLS imagery spatial resolution is nominally ~2.8 km. To view imagery that spans this dynamic range of radiances is impossible even if radiances were displayed on a base-10 logarithmic scale. In order to make the terminator imagery viewable, the OLS Gain Management Algorithm (GMA), implemented onboard the OLS analog signal processor, applies a Gain Value Versus Scene Solar Elevation (GVVSSE) table that adjusts the detected radiance dynamically to provide imagery that is nearly constant in apparent contrast, i.e., the relative contrast in the scene when viewed under day, terminator, and night illumination conditions is almost indistinguishable. Here, conditions defining day through the terminator correspond to solar angles spanning 0°–105°. Fig. 1 shows an example of the GVVSSE table [4]. A companion lunar (GVVSLLE) table accounts for lunar source signals. Modeled bidirectional scattering distribution function (BSDF) effects are also accounted for in both the GVVSSE and GVVSLLE tables. The modeled BSDF is a function of solar zenith, sensor zenith, and relative azimuth angle. This adjustment must be done onboard because the instrument has only 6 b quantization without multiple gain stages. Thus, the sensor must sequentially navigate through each stage and then apply the GVVSSE/GVVSLLE adjustment via the onboard GMA. Therefore, at any given time in the scan, the OLS has less than two orders of magnitude of dynamic range. Another consequence of the 6 b quantization of the high-gain setting and the limited dynamic range of OLS is that city lights in urban centers become saturated [15], although recent studies by [2] and [14] have shown promising methods to correct the high-gain saturation problem.

The recently launched (October 28, 2011) Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (S-NPP) satellite, carrying the Visible Infrared Imager Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) instrument, is able to detect radiances that span a dynamic range of over eight orders of magnitude through its day/night band (DNB) that nominally spans 500–900 nm. The VIIRS DNB has a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of ~9 or greater at the required minimum radiance level of \( L_{\text{min}} = 3 \times 10^{-9} \text{ W/cm}^2/\text{sr} \) [3]. With superior radiometric resolution compared to the OLS, VIIRS is able to simultaneously digitize four gain stages: low-gain stage (LGS, 13 b), mid-gain stage (MGS, 13 b), and two redundant high-gain stages (HGS, 14 b); the redundancy in HGS (HGA and HGB) serves to filter out signals corresponding to water vapor, clouds, and aerosol scattering.

\[ \text{BSDF} = \text{BSDF}_{\text{sun}} \times \text{BSDF}_{\text{lunar}} \]

1 The BSDF does not partition reflectance and scattering by surface type but rather represents the mean reflectance or scattering of the Earth surface and atmosphere (e.g., clouds).
VIIRS DNB radiances can be decomposed in the following manner:

\[ L = L_s + L_l \]  (1)

where \( L_s \) and \( L_l \) are the solar and lunar components of the observed top-of-atmosphere (TOA) upwelling radiance \( L \). For each VIIRS pixel, the DNB radiances are gain-adjusted and converted to a “pseudo-albedo\(^2\)” defined as

\[ \alpha = \frac{L}{L_{\text{ref}, s} + L_{\text{ref}, l}} \]  (2)

and can be expressed as

\[ L_{\text{ref}, s} = \text{BSDF}_s(\theta_s, \theta_v, \Delta \phi_s) \cdot E_s \]  (3)

\[ L_{\text{ref}, l} = \text{BSDF}_l(\theta_l, \theta_v, \Delta \phi_l) \cdot E_l(\beta) \]  (4)

where

\[ \text{BSDF}_s(\theta_s, \theta_v, \Delta \phi_s) = \frac{f_s(\theta_s, \theta_v, \Delta \phi_s)}{G_s(\theta_s)} \]  (5)

\[ \text{BSDF}_l(\theta_l, \theta_v, \Delta \phi_l) = \frac{f_l(\theta_l, \theta_v, \Delta \phi_l)}{G_l(\theta_l)} \]  (6)

Here, \( G_s \) and \( G_l \) are the GVVSS and GVVSLE LUT values described in Section III, \( f_s \) and \( f_l \) are the solar and lunar asymmetry reflectance factors, respectively, and \( \theta_s, \theta_l, \theta_v, \Delta \phi_s, \) and \( \Delta \phi_l \) are the solar zenith, lunar zenith, sensor zenith, solar relative azimuth, and lunar relative azimuth angles, respectively. The functions are not partitioned by land type nor differentiated between day and night; therefore, \( f_s = f_l \). Although \( L_{\text{ref}, s} \) and \( L_{\text{ref}, l} \) are derived from empirical data (via \( G_s \) and \( G_l \)), the terms \( f_s \) and \( f_l \), computed by the Moderate Resolution Atmospheric Transmision (MODTRAN) model version 4.0, for a nearly Lambertian Earth, account for the asymmetry of the average BSDF over the Earth [9]. The terms \( E_s \) and \( E_l \) (also computed via MODTRAN 4.0 [9]) denote the solar and lunar radiances that would be observed with solar and lunar angles at zenith, respectively, given a surface with albedo = 1 [8]. It is also important to note that, while \( E_s \) is assumed to be constant,\(^3\) \( E_l \) is a function of lunar phase angle \( \beta \).\(^4\)

The bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) is only meaningful for \( \theta_s < 90^\circ \). In these cases, the BRDF is related to the BSDF, as defined here, by the following equation:

\[ \text{BSDF}_s = \text{BRDF}_s \cdot \cos \theta_s \]  (7)

where

\[ \text{BRDF}_s(\theta_s, \theta_v, \Delta \phi_s) = \frac{f_s(\theta_s, \theta_v, \Delta \phi_s)}{G_s(\theta_s)} \cdot \cos \theta_s. \]  (8)

The same relationship applies to the lunar BRDF.

\(^2\)We use the term “pseudo” because the computed albedo is, strictly speaking, not an albedo for parts of the scene where atmospheric scattering is a dominant contributor to the observed TOA radiance.

\(^3\)This assumption ignores seasonal Earth-to-Sun distance changes since it has a small effect on imagery as an imagery product. This assumption causes a fluctuation of \( E_s \), of about 3% peak-to-valley over a season.

\(^4\)In reality this is also a function of Moon-to-Earth surface. This distance varies from 93% to 106% of its average value. This causes \( E_l \) to vary about 25% peak-to-valley in addition to modulation from phase.

II. VIIRS NCC ALGORITHM

The at-launch VIIRS NCC algorithm applies gain adjustments to the VIIRS DNB sensor data records (SDRs), i.e., radiances, via the GVVSS and GVVSLE LUTs, which are functions of solar and lunar zenith angles, respectively. The

to high-energy particles striking the VIIRS focal plan array. These stages are digitized simultaneously onboard, and then, the appropriate gain stage is selected for each pixel, and the data are downlinked with the appropriate gain flag. The full dynamic range of the radiances is maintained for every part of the scene, and there is the flexibility to apply the algorithmic adjustments on the ground. This provides the capability to make algorithm and/or LUT changes via ground software changes, unlike the OLS which was constrained to onboard adjustments [5]. The GMA heritage is preserved for the VIIRS near-constant contrast (NCC) algorithm; however, some modifications are necessary to account for new capabilities as well as shortcomings of the instrument.

Unanticipated capabilities and limitations of the DNB sensor have driven the need for modification of the NCC algorithm. Due to the VIIRS DNB extreme sensitivity to low-light conditions, it has the ability to capture atmospheric and surface features even on nights devoid of lunar illumination. The airglow (or nightglow) emissions provide the source illumination during these lunar conditions from a geometrically thin layer near 85–95 km [6]. Due to light leakage onto the DNB focal plane, there is also significant stray light contamination that contaminates the DNB radiances in the solar terminator [7]. Because of these situations, the NCC algorithm and, specifically, the input LUTs are modified to produce imagery for all solar, lunar, and nonlunar conditions.

This paper presents a methodology for improving the VIIRS/DNB NCC algorithm in light of on-orbit data assessments. Sections II and III detail the main NCC algorithm and the GVVSS/GVVSLE LUT derivation, respectively. In Section IV, we describe the results of our analysis and list possible applications that may benefit from the NCC product.
The at-launch operational NCC algorithm computes \( L_{ref,s} \) and \( L_{ref,l} \) for \( \theta_s \) and \( \theta_l \) ranging between 0° and 105° (at intervals of 0.1°) based on the heritage OLS GMA. The conversion from \( L \) to \( \alpha \) is then done through (2)–(4). This conversion must provide NCC imagery across the terminator which preserves the relative contrast of atmospheric (e.g., clouds) and ground (e.g., ice surface) features, similar to a standard albedo. This is primarily accomplished through the gain factors \( G_s \) and \( G_l \) (5) and (6). The other BSDF effects of the global mean cloud cover are accounted for by the asymmetric reflectance factors \( (f_s, f_l) \). The final “pseudo-albedo” is considered an environmental data record (EDR) and is mapped using the ground-track Mercator algorithm.

### III. GVVSSE and GVVSLE LUT Derivation

#### A. At-Launch GVVSSE and GVVSLE LUTs

For the VIIRS DNB, the GVVSSE and GVVSLE LUTs were empirically derived from calibrated DNB radiances collected over three days surrounding a new moon (i.e., no lunar illumination present). The radiances were filtered to remove high population density areas, which indirectly eliminates pixels (termination present). The radiances were filtered to remove high over three days surrounding a new moon (i.e., no lunar illumination present). The radiances were filtered to remove high over three days surrounding a new moon (i.e., no lunar illumination present).

The final “pseudo-albedo” is considered an environmental data record (EDR) and is mapped using the ground-track Mercator algorithm.

#### B. Stray Light Impacts on the GVVSSE/GVVSLE LUTs

As briefly described in Section I, stray light contamination produces elevated DNB radiances in the vicinity of the solar terminator. Around the time of the terminator crossing, this stray light is likely entering the VIIRS scan cavity directly and indirectly via reflectance off the solar diffuser attenuation screen (in the southern hemisphere) and nadir door opening (both hemispheres) [7]. Stray light impacts ~25% of nighttime scenes [7]. It manifests as a diffuse gray haze in the DNB SDRs, oriented in the scan line dimension, and its latitudinal extent shifts as a function of season (i.e., tracking the terminator position). It is crucial to remove the stray light before fitting \( L_{80} \) and deriving (14) (recall that \( L_{80} \) is derived from the operational DNB radiances \( L \)).

Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows joint distributions of \( L \) as a function of \( \theta_s \) for all DNB radiances observed between August 16 and 18, 2012. Fig. 3(a) shows the distribution of \( L \) without the stray light removed. A clear discontinuity in the distribution can be seen between \( \theta_s \approx 95° \) and 118°. This stray light formed discontinuity is not physical and, as mentioned, needs to be removed in order to properly fit \( L_{80} \).
Fig. 3. Joint distribution of DNB radiance ($L$, plotted on log10 scale) versus $s$ taken from new moon data between August 16 and 18, 2012, for $L$ (a) without and (b) with stray light removed. Plotted in panel (c) are the final solar (solid) and lunar (dashed) fits to the radiance distribution in panel (b) normalized to $\theta_s$ and $\theta_l = 0$. Plotted in panel (d) are the gains, i.e., GVVSSE/GVVSLE LUTs, derived from the normalized radiances in panel (c). For panels (a) and (b), the vertical red line placed at $\theta_s = 105^\circ$ and the red horizontal line placed at $7e^{-11}$ W/cm$^2$/sr (VIIRS DNB noise floor) are displayed for reference. The retention of signal for $\theta_s > 105^\circ$ is due to airglow detection (direct emission and cloud/surface reflected).

We use the methodology described in [7] to remove the stray light. Briefly, the stray light is estimated from new moon twilight and nighttime data (from August 16–18, 2012) by selecting the darkest granules, filtering out illumination sources such as city lights and auroras, and deriving LUTs of stray light radiances that are a function of sensor-local solar zenith angle (i.e., with respect to the spacecraft), detector, half-angle mirror (HAM) side, along scan frame, and Earth hemisphere. These LUTs are then used to correct all of the new moon DNB granules. Once these granules are corrected, the resulting SDRs are used for the $L$ distribution statistics (9)–(14). Fig. 3(b) shows the $L$ distribution with the stray light removed, showing that the distribution is now continuous and smooth. Furthermore, unexpected from the standpoint of the original algorithm is the change in radiance drop-off behavior for $\theta_s \sim 97^\circ$ and larger. The radiance behavior in this regime results from airglow contributions, which will be discussed in the following section.

C. Airglow Impacts on the GVVSSE/GVVSLE LUTs

As previously discussed, the DNB radiance should fall exponentially, for $\theta_s > 97^\circ$. However, due to the presence of airglow [6] in the DNB observations, the radiances instead fall off as a function of $\theta_s$ according to Fig. 3(c) (solar curve). The airglow comprises a variety of chemiluminescent reactions, predominantly those involving excited-state hydroxyls, atomic and molecular oxygen, and atomic sodium. These account for emissions in the visible to near-infrared, with peak emissions near the mesopause ($\sim 87$ km). The airglow can be subdivided into three categories: dayglow, twilight glow, and nightglow. The category relevant to the DNB measurements, and the NCC...
processing, particularly on moonless nights, is the nightglow, which corresponds only to the illumination the DNB observes beyond twilight. Note: some fraction of the nightglow may be due to starlight and zodiacal light as well. The VIIRS DNB is sensitive enough to sense both the direct emission of nightglow as well as the reflection of the nightglow signal off clouds and the surface during moonless nights, with radiance values on the order of $\sim 10^{-10} \text{ W/cm}^2/\text{sr}$ [10].

If nightglow were not detectable by the DNB, the radiances for $\theta_s > 97^\circ$ would fall off exponentially as it does for $\theta_s$ between $90^\circ$ and $97^\circ$ down to the noise floor of the sensor. However, because the nightglow essentially acts as an extra source of illumination (both via direct emission and reflectance off clouds and the surface), the radiances from $\theta_s = 97^\circ$ to $105^\circ$ fall off at a much slower rate than what would have been otherwise extrapolated from $\theta_s$ between $90^\circ$ and $97^\circ$ [see Fig. 3(c)]. The final solar $L_{fit}$ curve is shown as the solid line in Fig. 3(c). In this processing scheme, the nightglow is only accounted for by the solar curve; the lunar curve [dashed line in Fig. 3(c)] is assumed to fall at the same rate for $\theta_l \geq 90^\circ$ in order to avoid the double counting of the nightglow contribution in the gain calculations. The final gain values derived from the normalized radiances in Fig. 3(c) are shown in Fig. 3(d).

Because the new GVVSSE table must account for nightglow, the methodology to construct the GVVSSE/GVVSLE LUT described in Section III-A is modified. For $\theta_s$ between $0^\circ$ and $97^\circ$, $G_l$ and $G_s$ are identical. The nightglow region is partitioned into two regions for $\theta_s \geq 97^\circ$, which take on the following function forms:

$$L_{fit}^4(\theta_s) = e^{d_0 + d_1 \theta_s + d_2 + d_3 \theta_s^2 + d_4 \theta_s^3}$$
$$L_{fit}^5(\theta_s) = e^{c_0 + c_1 \theta_s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15) \hspace{1cm} (16)

where (15) and (16) are valid for $\theta_3 \leq \theta_s \leq \theta_4$ and $\theta_1 \leq \theta_l \leq 180^\circ$, respectively (fits are done on the natural log of the empirical functions). These functions have the same boundary thresholds and LUT modifications described previously. Original operational map shows fill values for all pixels. Yellow and magenta contours are $\theta_s$ and $\theta_l$, respectively, in increments of $5^\circ$. Map is on a Mercator projection.

IV. RESULTS

The gains ($G_s$ and $G_l$) computed via (14) and derived from (9)–(11) and (15) and (16) are used by (3) and (4) to compute the NCC pseudo-albedo $\alpha$ in (2). With the algorithm threshold and the GVVSSE/GVVSLE adjustments, the NCC EDR algorithm produces imagery for all solar and lunar conditions. Fig. 4 shows a composite of three continuous NCC nighttime granules taken near a first quarter moon on September 24, 2012, from 07:10 to 07:15 UTC; yellow and pink curves are $\theta_s$ and $\theta_l$ contours. This particular case was selected because it provides an example of improved NCC algorithm behavior in the vicinity of the lunar terminator. The original operational NCC product showed no imagery (not shown) because the algorithm does not produce imagery for $\theta_s$ and $\theta_l > 105^\circ$ (i.e., a case when no appreciable sunlight or moonlight should be present in the scene). In addition, there was no imagery for $\theta_s > 105^\circ$ and $\theta_l \leq 105^\circ$ because $\alpha \geq 5$ in this scenario, where $L_{ref,s} = 0$ and $L_{ref,l}$ is very small. The resultant NCC imagery after the algorithm thresholds and gain adjustments are applied reveals city lights, lightning strikes (e.g., horizontal white streak crossing the $\theta_l = 100^\circ$ contour line), and faint cloud features. One of the most useful features of NCC imagery, and its originally intended purpose, is to identify atmospheric features in the vicinity of the solar terminator. However, since the NCC imagery now will extend to $\theta_s > 105^\circ$, it will be possible to observe atmospheric features throughout the day and night, including astronomical dark conditions beyond the lunar terminator as well.

Fig. 5 shows 22 contiguous NCC granules collected on October 19, 2012, between 12:20 and 12:50 UTC (near new moon conditions). City lights, detailed cloud structures, and storm systems can be observed simultaneously; the transition between day and night is almost indiscernible. Toward the southern portion of the map in Fig. 5, the image looks more grainy or noisy because the radiances of the night granules are near the VIIRS $L_{min}$ value of $3 \times 10^{-9} \text{ W/cm}^2/\text{sr}$. Even so,
the VIIRS DNB has SNR > 9 at $L_{\text{min}}$, which provides more than enough signal to identify atmospheric features although with reduced quality as compared to pixels around nadir; SNR at nadir is about 3–4 times better than at the edge-of-scan [3]. One thing to note is the bright horizontal structure between $\theta_s$ of 88° and 103°. This artifact is a result of a combination of atmospheric (Rayleigh) scattering and cloud scattering in the twilight region; Section V will provide further details.

V. OUTSTANDING ISSUES

The LUTs derived using the methodology described in Section III-A and the updates described in Section III-C have recently been implemented in the Interface Data Processing Segment (IDPS) operational system and have been in operations since July 10, 2013; IDPS is now producing imagery for all solar and lunar conditions. Although the new LUTs account for the solar, lunar, and observed nightglow, two other illumination sources have not been accounted for: scattering by atmospheric constituents and clouds. The current algorithm only takes into account TOA radiances resulting from solar, lunar, and nightglow reflection and scattering (nightglow emission as well) off the surface and the tops of clouds. However, during twilight ($\theta_s \sim 90°–98°$), atmospheric scattering becomes the dominant source of illumination, and its relationship to solar zenith angle is not straightforward. High-level clouds are also fully illuminated by the sun for $\theta_s$ out to $\sim94°$. Together, these cause a large contrast that cannot be easily corrected by a single gain as a function of $\theta_s$. Fig. 6 highlights the scattering by the atmosphere and clouds. Note: the bright band that runs through western and eastern Europe (through the $\theta_s = 120$ contour line) is residual stray light. Right before reaching northern Europe, a bright band spans, in the scan direction, solar angles between $\theta_s \sim 90°$ and 100°. The bright envelope is a result of Rayleigh scattering in the atmosphere and becomes more pronounced toward the edge of the scan. Furthermore, the

Fig. 5. Twenty-two continuous NCC granules, with new LUT threshold and gain adjustments, taken from October 19, 2012, from 12:20 to 12:50 UTC. The granules span day and night as indicated by the solar zenith angle contours (yellow). Features such as detailed clouds, city lights, and a storm system are highlighted. Map is on an equidistant azimuthal projection.

Fig. 6. VIIRS NCC pseudo-albedo gray-scale image for September 4, 2012, from UTC 00:35 to 00:58. Yellow contours are for solar zenith angles where the higher solar angles start from the top right of the image and increase toward night at the bottom left of the image. The bright dim band across western and eastern Europe (runs through the “120” $\theta_s$ contour line) is uncorrected residual DNB stray light.
cloud scattering near the edge-of-scan is acting as sources of illumination. Because both the atmospheric and cloud effects are not accounted for in the NCC algorithm, IDPS will continue to produce NCC that really should be considered a gray-scale image rather than a pseudo-albedo. To remove these effects, some improvement could possibly be achieved by producing \( f_s \) and \( f_l \) from empirical data, as is currently done for \( G_s \) and \( G_l \). This would require binning the empirical data into a 3-D grid, compared with one dimension for the current process used for \( G_s \) and \( G_l \). Nevertheless, even with these issues, the NCC product highlights the unprecedented capability of the VIIRS DNB to characterize the evolution of atmospheric, surface, and cloud features during twilight and nighttime and serves as a valuable aid for the weather forecasting community.

VI. Conclusion

We have investigated the root causes for the suboptimal at-launch NCC product performance and have developed a solution to address the stray light contamination and nightglow-related issues. Fitting functions were derived in four angular regimes using a \( \chi^2 \) minimization algorithm to produce the best fits of gain versus \( \theta_s \) and \( \theta_l \). The boundary conditions in (12) and (13) serve to produce continuous functions to reduce any visual discontinuities. This solution, implemented in IDPS on July 10, 2013, has provided NCC imagery under all illumination conditions. We do note that the high contrast due to atmospheric and cloud scattering in the twilight region does produce artifacts that, currently, are not removed given the challenging nature of modeling these effects. However, the weather forecasting community has already benefited from having continuous production of NCC imagery. Visible imagery for clouds in low-light conditions provides complementary information to thermal infrared imagery of weather phenomena such as hurricanes or storm systems, thus assisting forecasters with tracking storms, the presence of fog and low clouds, snow cover, biomass smoke, lofted dust, and a host of other general environmental characterization capabilities [13]. Furthermore, because the solar and lunar variation has been removed in the NCC imagery, it is possible to observe the diurnal variation of these weather phenomena.
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